
DoorDash is a technology company that connects 
people with the best in their cities. We started by 
facilitating door-to-door delivery, but we see this as just 
the beginning of connecting people with possibility — 
easier evenings, happier days, bigger savings accounts, 
wider nets and stronger communities.

DoorDash’s innovative merchant-focused solutions 
enhance your success by transforming your business. 
Open your doors to an entire city and see your reach 
and revenue grow.

INCREASED VISIBILITY & BUSINESS

Become an option for our millions of daily users who 
want great food, fast. Extend your reach to customers 
through our increased radial expansion of your business 
or restaurant. Manage your account through your 
merchant portal to view data and analytics regarding 
your orders, popular food being sold, and options to 
manage multiple stores easily.

STRESS-FREE LOGISTICS

Spend less time worrying about delivery and more 
time about making great food. With our support team 
and order management platform, you’ll have access to 
hundreds of local Dashers to fulfill orders, big or small, 
through our Drive service. Customers can schedule their 
orders in advance which allows you to get more orders 
when it’s most convenient for them.

Connecting people with possibility



STREAMLINED PAYMENT & REPORTING

All payments are processed through our website or app 
before sending you the order, so Dashers are in and out 
of your restaurant in seconds. We’ll direct deposit your 
weekly earnings straight into your bank account, and you 
can view a history of all orders and payments via  
your merchant portal.

MARKETING PROMOTIONS

We offer exclusive promotions and programs to our 
partners that are designed to help acquire new customers 
and grow your delivery business and profits.

TAKE CONTROL

We provide our partners access to your merchant portal. 
Partners can view and update menus, pricing, hours, 
banking information, and much more.

EXTENDED DELIVERY REACH

With hundreds of drivers in your local city, we’re able 
to expand your delivery radius, so more customers can 
order from your restaurant from even the furthest parts 
of the city.

DATA INTELLIGENCE

We provide our partners a robust portal system to view 
your data and analytics regarding your performance. 
Partners can view sales, popular food being delivered, 
and delivery volume by hour. We like data and it will help 
your bottom line!

Logistics simplified

Grow your business

REAL-TIME UPDATES

Our technology assigns Dashers based on your 
preparation time, so they arrive right when food is ready 
for pick-up. Customers can track their status of their 
order real-time, so they know exactly where their food is. 
From quality, to prep times, to traffic, we’ve factored in 
all the elements that come between the customer and 
your food.

HIGH-QUALITY DELIVERY NETWORK

We onboard thousands of Dashers to provide insights 
on offering customers high-quality delivery and service.




